
Day after Boxing Day

‘Boys…. I hope your’e not …. better not be taking that bloody monster up onto the wet-
lands.’ 

Their heads won’t turn, neither to glance at each other nor to accept the call from 
beyond the steps, beyond the washing lines and the windows. Instead, the two small 
bodies throw their weight upwards and together commit their soles to the muddy slope. 
They successfully bring the bike over the ridge leading to the fields. It has a weight, 
which is surprisingly dense and unsteady the first time you try. These two know it now, 
they’ve worked out the grip needed at either side, how to keep the weight centred.

The next time they’re spotted flat on the ground floor she probably won’t say anything. 
But she’ll make sure to be outside, despite the cold, to see them pass down the road, 
and she’ll study their faces. She would like to understand a bit more. 

‘No they’re not my weans, but aye, I know their faces’  

Laughter. Genuine and giddy makes steamy billows in the open field. For these two, the 
pace becomes slightly easier over this stretch. They’re thankful for the path etched by 
previous vehicles. The temptation is to rest a minute. But the ideal spot- the one which 
is clear of dwellings on all sides - is only a few hundred metres ahead. For a moment the 
wind tapers out and a near silence sweeps outward from where the boys stand to the 
very edges of the clearing. The older lad has thrown his head back to glance up. There 
just above, several birds make fluid turns in the grey, high enough not to cast a shadow 
on the crisp ground.  
‘I reckon we’ll be the only ones up there this morning, what do you think? We’re the 
early birds aren’t we?’ 
There’s a pause and then a positive sounding exhalation from the younger one. 
‘Yeh’

Anticipation now set, the boys pick up their speed, the rub of their jacket sleeves and 
breathing mark each step onward. From the road the occasional car driver (out again 
now since the passing of Boxing Day) can see the bike make its journey to the track with 
a pair of shoulders at either side. At any distance It’s lime green shell is visible against 
the frost. 

‘Daft’ 
Shaking his head, the man who fixes lawnmowers has seen them; he pulls up before the 
bridge. He puts the handbrake on and rolls a cigarette while he watches. 
‘Those daft, fucking weans’ 

The man knows these Japanese models, He’s seen them before. The Moto ‘pocket bikes’, 
about £300 online and they’ll post them to you for free. Because of their build, lean-
ing out too far means the petrol will flood the engine before you’ve even got it started. 
Someone brought one into his workshop to fix a couple of weeks before. Worse than 
that, the cheaper ones occasionally catch fire mid-ride. It’s hard to notice because there’s 
always a lot of smoke anyway and you can’t hear anyone shouting over the bloody en-
gine. 

They were exhausted and following lap after lap had spent 10 or 15 minutes just lean-
ing against the wall admiring the dirt circles they had carved into the track. 

‘My arms are still vibrating’  
‘Yeh that goes away after about half an hour or something’

A third friend had joined them at some point
‘Cheers boys for letting me have a go as well’

While their legs adjusted to solid ground and the muddied motor cooled down, from 
over the treetops, birds returned to the skies above the field.  


